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US Economy : August data holds up
•

Prices for seemingly everything have been on the rise, from consumer goods to commodities to houses to stocks.

•

However Last week's release of the latest CPI report showed that inflation may be simmering from a boil., which could be attributed in part to the passing of the
base effects (moving past the year-over-year comparisons to the depths of the crisis) as well as some progress in supply-demand mismatches.

•

Core inflation, while still quite high, eased to 4% last month-peak inflation pressures are subsiding, but they're not disappearing.

•

The NFIB's small business optimism index rose 0.4 points to 100.1, defying expectations . Price pressures remained top-of-mind, however.

•

Manufacturing growth out of New York and Philadelphia for September saw surprisingly jump.

•

Despite the supply chain issues, industrial production managed to increase 0.4% in August, pushing total output above its Feb 2020 level.

•

August's retail sales served as a reminder of the American consumers' willingness to spend. Retail sales shot up 0.7% in August and control group sales, which feed

into GDP, posted a 2.5% gain, the biggest increase since stimulus checks went out in March
•

While the headline beat in retail sales is certainly a welcome development, it has not materially changed downgraded consumer spending forecast, because most of
the spending slowdown is likely to come from the services side, which is not well-represented in the retail sales report.

•

he September preliminary University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index improved to 71.0. The University of Michigan said, "The steep August falloff in

consumer sentiment ended in early September, but the small gain still meant that consumers expected the least favorable economic prospects in more than a
decade."

US Equities : Acrophobia
•

In the last three decades, there have been two years (1995, 2017) in which the
market didn't experience even a 5% pullback. Since 1991, there have been 13
years in which the market did not see a 10% correction. 2021 is likely to end up
as a case of in between 5%-10% .

•

Stocks saw noticeable pressure to close out a second-straight weekly drop as
September seems to be living up to its typical volatile norm. The markets, which
remain within shouting distance of record highs, jumped in and out of positive

and negative territory as conviction seemed to be in short supply in both the
bulls' and bears' camps.
•

Uncertainties persisted regarding the Delta variant impact, fiscal and monetary
policy paths, festering supply-chain disruptions, and intensified China regulatory
crackdowns.

•

The proposed fiscal stimulus adds another layer of contention for the markets
amid already hefty government spending and a potential government shutdown
•

Over the past 70 years, rising government debt has generally been accompanied by
weaker economic activity as confirmed by “circular” argument: High and rising debt is a
burden on growth, but low levels of growth also trigger an increase in government
spending, higher budget deficits and higher debt.

•

The weight of debt also represents a weight on economic growth.

For all the cheering of the last expansion being the longest on
record (from June 2009 to February 2020), it was also the weakest on
record.

What to look for in this week:
•

‘Stagflation' has become a hot topic due to a combination of clear global slowdown signals and widespread bottlenecks/labour shortages . Challenges with the delta
variant over the winter could prolong freight challenges and hamper labour supply further. A result could be rising wage pressures to levels not seen for a long time and a
further increase in inflation expectations.

•

The most important event this week is the FOMC meeting on Wednesday. After the weak jobs report and lower CPI inflation print this week, Fed to wait a bit longer before
announcing tapering. The pace is going to be more important than the exact timing, given the strong signals that tapering is set to begin before the end of the year.

•

UK : Nothing new expected from the Bank of England, as it is one of the interim meetings. That said, the combination of high inflation and payroll employment now above
pre-covid levels (although total employment remains subdued) means that risks are tilted towards a more hawkish Bank of England.

•

Bank of Japan meets on Wednesday.

•

German elections take place on Saturday this week. It is a close race and there is an equally likely probability for a 'Jamaica' coalition (40%) led by the CDU/CSU and a
'traffic light' coalition (40%) led by the SPD. Only a major election surprise has the potential to trigger significant market moves

•

In China, there is a lot of focus on China's second-largest property group Evergrande, which is facing a default on a big part of its debt. Home sales dropped 20% y/y in
August, which have added to the challenges for developers already feeling the heat from tighter regulation last year. Whether China would strike a balance between
fighting moral hazard and safeguarding financial stability ?

•

US Housing data will be plentiful -NAHB's homebuilder sentiment , housing starts and building permits data, along with existing and new home sales reports. Markit will
deliver preliminary September reads on manufacturing and services sector activity,

•

Flash PMIs for the Euro area, the US, the UK and Japan are due out on Thursday which may confirm a peak in manufacturing. The subcomponents are likely to show that
there are still many bottlenecks globally.

FOMC – Hunting for Hints
•

September FOMC meeting has been highly anticipated all year, having been pegged as the
first real possibility of a formal taper announcement. However it is not expected to announce
taper this time as August payroll growth slowed sharply and CPI data seemed to support that
spiking inflation is transitory . Importantly ,there have been dominant concerns about the
impending deadline to raise the U.S. debt ceiling.

•

It is important not to miss the forest for the trees. Progress continues to be made toward the
Committee's goal of "maximum" employment. November and December FOMC meetings are
very much "in play" for a Taper –Lite

•

The monthly job numbers have been very volatile throughout the re-opening process, and it is
quite possible August's miss will be revised higher and/or offset by a stronger number in

September. A potential peak in COVID cases, school re-openings and the end of enhanced
unemployment benefits all point towards a rebound in job growth in September.
•

This meeting will provide updated economic projections from the committee which will show
downwardly revised expectations for growth this year since the previous publication in June,

but an upward revision to inflation this year.
•

Amid these crosscurrents, there may not be any major shifts in the dot plot although the
market could hunt for hints in the statement .

US Inflation: To persist longer
• Inflation can be broken into two groups : One set is acyclical, and the other is cyclical.
• Acyclical components do not have any correlation to the economy like education and
healthcare. However, cyclical categories are highly dependent on the path of GDP and
therefore are hugely impacted by Fed decision-making like housing.
• Over the last 12 months, the PCE deflator is up 4.2%, which is the fastest rate since
January 1991 (4.5%). More than half of this rise (56%) has been due to acyclical prices.
Last month, acyclical prices slipped for the second month in a row, down another
tenth to 3.7%.
• Meanwhile, Cyclical prices are up 3.6% in the past year, matching their strongest pace
since April 2007 (3.6%). Unlike acyclical inflation, cyclical prices appear to be
accelerating. Their year-over-year rate has increased for five straight months.
• Given the lag between growth and inflation, cyclical prices should rise further in the
near-term given the strength of the economic rebound : Real GDP is up 12% over the

last four quarters. Hence, the lift in inflation will persist much longer.

Disrupted Supply chain
•

The global supply chain has been reeling due to overwhelming demand for cargo,

temporary COVID-19 closures of ports and factories in Asia, shortages of shipping
containers and key products like resin and computer chips and severe weather.
•

Disruptions continue at every node in the supply chain - Transportation costs have
spiked, exacerbating delays and fueling product shortages.

•

Volume at the Port of Los Angeles - the busiest U.S. gateway for trade with Asia - is up
30.3% so far this calendar year. A record 60 container vessels are at anchor or adrift in
the San Pedro Bay, waiting to be unloaded at the Port of Los Angeles/Long Beach
seaports and another 20 are due to arrive in coming days.
Containers are waiting on Port of Los Angeles docks a peak of six days for truck pickup

•

Containers on chassis are waiting 8.5 days "on the street" for warehouse space or to
be returned empty to the port.

•

This is the 22nd consecutive week of increases.

•

Freight rates on Shanghai to Los Angeles recorded increase of 222% y/y
and Shanghai to New York at 252% y/y .

There are nearly 8,000 containers ready to be whisked away by train, with the wait
clocking in at 11.7 days,

•

Drewry’s composite World Container index increased 2.9% or $291 to
$10,374.64 per 40ft container.

•

•

•

•

Rates surged 7% each during the week - $855 to reach $12,424 and
$1,014 to reach $16,138 per 40ft container respectively.

Shipping logjams are back to the worst levels of the pandemic, posing new risks to
corporate sales and manufacturing production.

Natural Gas Prices : Rally to continue
•

Electricity generation globally has become more dependent on natural gas in the last two decades. From 2,031 billion cubic metres consumed in 1990, the world burned
through nearly twice that amount— 3,829 bcm in 2019. Some of this increase is due to rising global economic output.

•

Benchmark European gas prices at the Dutch TTF hub have risen by more than 287% year to date ,while benchmark German and French power contracts have both
doubled. Europe's winter heating season typically begins in October and wholesale prices are not forecast to fall significantly during the remainder of this year. Europe is
set to enter winter with inventories well below the 5-year average, suggesting that prices will remain at elevated levels through the winter.

•

Prices have sky-rocketed due to low gas storage stocks, high European Union carbon prices, low LNG tanker deliveries due to higher demand from Asia, less gas supplies
from Russia than usual, low renewable output and gas and nuclear maintenance outages. Europe’s gas in storage is currently 22.9 billion cubic metres (bcm) below
normal levels.

•

Europe does not produce its own gas in any major volumes, hence its relying on imports from Russia, Norway and via LNG. In addition, the green transformation and the
European Emissions Trading system has seen the continent go all in on wind and solar. However , the wind literally stopped blowing this summer, with hydro generation
in Southern Europe hit by climate change-induced droughts, which required thermal power generation to step up

•

Germans, in particular, have put themselves in a terrible spot. They remain skittish on nuclear power and have therefore made their economy massively dependent upon
Russian gas.

•

Gazprom is set to double its gas export capacity to Europe via the Baltic Sea after announcing the completion last week of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline to Germany.

•

However it still needs operating approval from Germany, a process expected to take up to four months.Nord Stream 2 has faced sanctions from US and criticism from
other countries wary of the European Union increasing its reliance on energy imports from Russia.

Natural Gas & Oil
Dutch TTF Gas Futures
•

Economic theory suggests that natural gas and crude oil prices should be related
because natural gas and crude oil are substitutes in consumption and also

complements, as well as rivals, in production. However, there have been periods in
which natural gas and crude oil prices have appeared to move independently of each
other.
•

The energy arbitrage between the two fuel sources was a significant determinant of
their long-term price relationship, which in the past was relatively stable. The recent

shale revolution has redefined the supply structure of the two fuel sources and has
led to the decoupling of oil and gas prices. The marginalization of US shale in the
recent times has led the markets to believe that the correlation would revert back to
pre 2008 days

•

The industry has traditionally relied on the crude-gas ratio to measure the relative
value of both commodities. Since 2000, this ratio has fluctuated between 3:1 and
54:1 which is different from the theoretical ratio of 6:1 based on the thermal parity
also known as the Btu ratio. This ratio is derived from the fact that one barrel of oil is
equivalent to 5.85 MMBtu

•

The wholesale price of European natural gas is now equivalent to $150.5 a barrel -higher than Brent crude ever was during the 2008.

Eurozone : Mounting pressure
•

Markets have realised that ECB announcement at September meeting is not really tapering, but simply adjusting to a lower net supply of bonds from sovereign issuers. In
fact, ECB will continue to purchase 100% of all net issuance from sovereigns.

•

ECB had unwillingly acknowledged the absence of real secondary market demand for Eurozone countries’ sovereign debt at these yields. One would have to think of
twice or three times the current yield for investors to accept many eurozone bonds if the ECB does not repurchase them. This is obviously a dangerous bubble.

•

As Japan did, Eurozone is betting all on government spending, chains of stimulus packages driven by political directions, and massive debt monetization. However,
Eurozone does not have the disciplined labour force that Japan has nor the elevated levels of corporate and household savings that allow the country to continue in
stagnation for decades.

•

Countries like Italy, Spain, Portugal, or Greece cannot survive stagnation due to elevated levels of unemployment and the small size of the business fabric.

•

ECB seems to ignore the risks of perpetuating the perverse incentives to bloat government spending and debt. All messages concerning structural reforms and real
growth initiatives have disappeared in favour of directed stimulus plans that never deliver.

•

Fiscal multipliers have been negative for too long for us to ignore the negative crowding-out effect of high government spending and the erosion of competitiveness that
the economy faces.

•

Europe is clearly more interlinked with Chinese developments than the US. Germany lags China by a bit more than a quarter and China is clearly slowing .All bets are
placed on Inflation being transitory but given the supply chain disruptions and sustained surge in Natural gas prices, the risk is emerging for a sustained spell of Inflation

•

While Fed can afford to talk about plans to taper, ECB cannot even manage to murmur about taper : Strong conviction for EURUSD to depreciate significantly

Evergrande : Debt Bubble
• Western press calls Evergrande crisis as “China’s Lehman moment”. However , there is a structural difference that it is a credit-fuelled housebuilder that
suddenly can’t pay its $300bn debts vastly different from an investment bank that many assumed was too big to fail.
•

Although there may be some parallels, the more extreme prophecies of doom for China may be no more correct than the assumption that Govt will simply
step in and bail out Evergrande to make sure the fallout from the failure of a property giant does not spread.

• Evergrande’s liabilities are around half of Lehman’s . Moreover US did not have the kind of regulatory muscle power and political control that China has .
• China’s housing market has become hugely bloated by years of cheap credit and is reckoned by conservative estimates to account for 16% of GDP, although it
could be staggering 25% going by the economic exposure.

• But the low-hanging fruit of credit -fuelled growth has long gone. In 2007-08, about 6.5tn yuan ($1tn) of new credit was needed to raise GDP by about 5tn
yuan a year whereas In 2019 it took more than 26tn yuan ( $4 tn) in new credit for the same growth.
• This means it is becoming much more expensive to repeat the trick, as more credit is pumped into the system for an ever-decreasing impact. In the end there
has to be a reckoning and the crisis at Evergrande suggests that the cycle has finally caught up.
• Construction, a key engine of China’s growth and commodity demand, will slow substantially over the next few years, whether or not the economy escapes
the current crunch unscathed. Brutal collapse of Iron ore price below $100 is the manifestation of this crisis .
• Foreign holders of Evergrande’s dollar-denominated bonds – which total around $20bn – wouldn’t have much say and would therefore face a wipeout,

China Growth : Drifting Downwards
•

Zero tolerance on Delta leave its mark in August data, particularly on services .China’s services PMIs
for August dropped sharply below 50 . That was for the first time since the initial covid-19 shock in
Q1-2020, although back then the drop in the PMIs was much sharper.

•

China’s manufacturing PMIs for August also continued their downward slide, with Caixin’s indicator

now falling below the neutral mark (49.2) for the first time since April 2020. This partly reflects
bottlenecks such as a scarcity in semiconductors hitting car production.
•

On 15 September, the monthly activity data for August came in much weaker than expected.
•

That was particularly true for retail sales, with annual growth falling sharply to a post-

pandemic low of 2.5% yoy (August: 8.5%, consensus: 7.0%).
•

Industrial production growth slowed to 5.3% yoy, the weakest pace in a year (July: 6.4%,
consensus: 5.8%). Fixed investment growth also dropped further, to 8.9% yoy .

•

After stabilising in recent months, PPI edged up a bit in August, reaching a 13-year high of 9.5% yoy
(July: 9.0%). No real signs of passthrough from rising producer prices into consumer goods. This
leaves room for a further piecemeal easing

•

China’s services PMIs would bounce back in the coming months, (notwithstanding a new outbreak in
Fujian. As a result of all this, 2021 growth forecast at 8% looks more feasible from 9.0%.

Monetary Policy Week
• The central banks of developed markets , see the current surge in inflation as transitory and are willing to wait for a return to a normal level
rather than tightening monetary policy now. The fact that expectations of inflation have remained modest in these countries allows these central

banks to avoid a tightening of monetary policy.
• The same is not necessarily true of emerging markets where investors are likely skeptical that inflation will revert to a lower level.
• In terms of central bank meetings, the week is one of the busiest. No fewer than 13 central banks hold policy meetings, divided between six
major and seven emerging markets.
• Norway's central bank will steal the march, becoming the first high-income country to lift rates since the pandemic struck.
• Russia’s central bank raised its benchmark interest rate for the fifth time this year, boosting the rate by 25 basis points to 6.75%. As recently as
March, the rate was 4.5%. This comes at a time when inflation has surged, recently hitting 6.75%, far above the central bank’s target of 4.0%.
• Among the emerging market central banks, Brazil is poised to hike the Selic rate by another 100 bp, as it did in August after three 75 bp
moves. Hungary is also expected to continue its tightening cycle. In contrast, the President of Turkey's central bank shifted the focus to the core
inflation rate, which opened a door that appeared closed for a rate cut as early as its September 23 meeting.
•

The other four emerging market central banks that meet (South Africa, Taiwan, Indonesia, and the Philippines) are expected to stand pat.

Bond market : Calm before storm
•

RBI’s new 'inflation glide path' tolerating higher inflation for longer suggests risks of a delayed policy normalisation, which could increase the risk of monetary policy falling behind the
curve. The inflation glide path effectively seeks to dismantle the urgency of reverting to the 4% inflation target and the target rather seems to be a variable one. The tolerance for
higher inflation for next two years would suggest that inflation has remained above the RBI's medium-term target of 4% for four consecutive years.

•

Sentiment remained positive due to the dovish signals from RBI officials and most government bonds ended steady for the week . The cutoffs set by RBI at the 260-bln-rupee gilt
auction were largely along the expected lines.

•

Under the Government Securities Acquisition Programme, the RBI has offered to buy gilts worth Rs 1.2 trln in Jul-Sep, out of which it has already bought gilts worth Rs. 900 bln.
Details of the remaining Rs 300 bln are yet to be announced, but markets expect either one of the 6.10%, 2031 gilt, 6.64%, 2035 gilt or the 5.63%, 2026 gilt to be included in the next
tranche of gilt buy.

•

With the Centre expected to release the borrowing calendar for Oct-Mar later this month, markets preferred buying longer-tenure gilts such as the 6.64%, 2035 bond and 6.67%,
2035 bond over shorter-maturity papers as there is still uncertainty over the extra borrowing to fund the shortfall in GST cess to states.

•

Liquidity in the banking system is estimated to be in a surplus of over Rs. 7.99 trln. So far, RBI has drained Rs.4.50 trln through variable rate reverse repo auctions.

•

Deputy Governor Michael Patra said that the central bank would remain in surplus liquidity mode and prefer any reduction in the surplus through recovery in credit demand -such a
scenario looks less probable in the medium term in the absence of growth impulse in the economy - markets remain assured of large liquidity for a reasonably long period of time .

•

Large liquidity , GSAP support and tolerance for higher inflation imply continued steady Bond yields despite the usual concerns

•

Having managed the post pandemic economy over the last 18 months , Whether RBI would be able to continue to balance these opposing forces whenever confronted with a $100
Oil amidst global inflation and Supply chain disruptions ?

Nifty : Speed Bumps
• India added yet another feather to its cap by surpassing France, for the first time,
to claim the sixth largest stock market in terms of market capitalization in the
world.
• Normally , Indian equities track the global indices – whereas In only 15 days of
September, Nifty50 had surged nearly 3% in comparison to S&P 500 and Hang
Seng that witnessed a dip of ~1% and 4% respectively. History shows that such a

divergence might not sustain for long .
•

However Averages can be quite misleading. While the averages and the indices
have been very placid, there is crazy turbulence underneath with violent
rotations.

•

It’s not uncommon that on a day when the market is up or down 1%, one group
of stocks is up 3 to 5%, and another group is down 3 to 5%. Sometimes it’s sectors,
sometimes it’s subsectors, or thematic or cyclical versus defensive.

•

The market is sorting through all these crosscurrents – Break below 17360 to see
sustainable weakness or else to consolidate between 17400 17800

